
Brake master cylinder brace 

 
Where From: Caz Racing, CHILI, TTZED Performance, Unique Autosports 
Price: $50-$120 
Product Description: Increases braking force by reducing flex in the fire wall 
near the master cylinder which wastes braking force in the hydraulic system. 
Product Review By: Blipman, 90TTZ 
 
If you've ever had somebody stand on the brakes hard while the car is stationary 
and you're looking at the engine bay, you can see the brake master cylinder 
move due to flex in the firewall. The energy which is moving the master cylinder 
is essentially being wasted and if the master cylinder is held in place this energy 
can go to the brakes instead, so the brace is basically a piece of metal which 
holds the cylinder in place. 
 
The difference these makes I found to be quite noticeable, the pedal felt slightly 
harder, had to travel less to brake and overall the car felt a whole lot more 
confident under brakes, I'd definitely recommend this mod and in fact given how 
cheap it is and the ease of installation I'd put it at the top of the list as one of the 
very first mods you should do. 
 
To give you an idea, I remember at a tech day we had a group buy on master 
cylinder braces so we were installing them on several cars. Everybody jumped in 
their car after installation, went up the street, came back and pretty much 
everyone kicked in the ABS as they turned back into where we were working, as 
they were used to having to press much harder for the equivalent braking force. 
 
Ben (Blipman) 
 
There are a few different designs on the market, some are articulated with more 
than one piece to do the job where others are of a single laser cut piece of 
stainless steel, like the example made by CHILI.  
 

 
 
I personally own one of these and it is not only extremely functional but also 
looks very bling with its high polished stainless finish and funky Chili graphic 
decal. Only drawback with a 'CHILIbrace' is they are only available when there is 
sufficient interest to make a run worth while. I suggest grab one while you can! 
 
Karl (90TTZ) 
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